
Eastern Alliance Insurance Group has served the specialty 
workers’ compensation insurance needs of many diverse 
companies and organizations since 1997. It is their mission 
to deliver a highly personalized, best-in-class experience to 
their agents and their clients. 

Through this commitment, Eastern has redefined the 
approach of workers’ compensation to workers’ recovery 
through their long-term partnerships, commitment to 
workplace safety, and dedication to returning injured 
workers to wellness and the dignity of work.

Eastern offers a comprehensive choice of products and 
services designed to help protect their policyholders and 
their employees, as well as make their lives easier: 

            • unite® plan for small businesses 

            • customized products for middle 
               and large businesses, and

            • Inova®, their innovative alternative  
               solution. 

Plus, these products are supported by their value-added 
services: 

            • N3L3® risk management,

            • ecovery® claims management, and

            • parallel pay® offering.

Naturally Innovative Partnership
One of the things dio’s clients appreciate most about how 
we operate is our partnership mentality. It’s always been 
blindingly obvious to us that the more open communication 
and exchange we have with our client partners, the better. 
The more we understand not only their business, their 
consumer, and their goals, but their dreams and aspirations, 
the better we can deliver the optimum solutions. It’s just how 
we are and it’s why we have been growing collaboratively 
with Eastern Alliance for so long. 

From developing a brand from scratch (such as with Inova®, 
unite®, N3L3®) to refreshing an existing brand (as was the 
case with Eastern Alliance Corporate, ecovery® and parallel 
pay®), to maintaining consistency within each brand, dio has 
committed to always upholding Easten’s standards in their 
ever-growing, evolving and diverse industry.

The Project: Branding Alternative 
Insurance Program

What is Alternative Insurance?
Alternative Insurance is a legally established insurance that 
offers security, stability, and insulation from the pricing fluctuations 
of traditional insurance, along with the opportunity to share in 
underwriting profits and investment income. It is sometimes 
referred to as captive.
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Beginning the Process:
In our first initial steps during Brand Discovery, dio and Eastern Alliance collabor- 
ated together for a SWOT & Brand Pyramid session, where we determined the 
strengths, weaknesses, intrinsic spirit, persona, values, benefits, attributes, and 
the UBD. These exercises helped to drive the creative briefs which became the 
road maps to determining the direction of the new sub-brand while still keeping 
true to Eastern Alliance’s Corporate Brand.

Inova Brand Overview

Natural Innovation:
Just as nature is looked upon for its simple, innovative and ever-evolving problem 
solving, Inova is looked upon by those in need of an alternative insurance carrier 
just the same. 

To experience more of the Inova brand, view the Inova Brand Essence Video:   

   https://youtu.be/l7K7oWRYuRA

Naming & Logo Process:
With each naming project, we go through our DeNomination Naming process 
which helps dio and Eastern work together in ensuring that the name evokes 
the true nature of Eastern and its alternative insurance programs.

Natural Connection: Strength in Structure & Numbers: 
Honeycomb Cells & Inova’s  Individual Segregated Portfolio Cells 

Keeping true to simplification, using a basic geometric shape such as the hexagon 
relates as the area is based off a formula that is unique to its shape but more so 
dimensions (or risks) reflected of the business. The honeycomb hexagon pattern 
is more efficient with less wax to construct but gains more strength because of 
its integrated structure. These wax cells, built by these natural “architects” 
(“innovators”), contain the honey bees’ larvae, honey and pollen.

The cells of Inova can be likened to those of a beehive...nurturing 
your business, while protecting it from the insecurities of the 
world outside.



Dual Presentation Carrier 
and Mailer

Designed to hold the Inova Customer Brochure or 
the Inova Agent Brochure, as well as, other future 
marketing materials.



Customer Brochure 
         (with Pocket) 
Including Program Specific Insert Brochures 

Designed as a presentation resource, the Inova 
Customer Brochure features beautiful, eye-catching 
photography that helps to connect and simplify the 
understanding of alternative insurance.

To experience more of the Inova brand, view the Inova Presentation Video:    
                                    https://youtu.be/SYnTUxlqSiU



Program Specific Insert Brochures 
              (Customer Brochure) 
Available Brochures:

Eastern Alliance - Workers’ Compensation
ProAssurance - Healthcare Professional Liability
Sustain - Workers’ Compensation in the Food Industry  

Other programs: Hearten and Nspira®



Agent Brochure 
             (with Pocket) 
Including Program Specific 
Insert Brochures 

Designed as a agent resource tool, 
the Inova Agent Brochure consistently 
reinforces the natural innovation 
message, and features tabbed 
sections for easy content referencing. 
Inova client testimonials are featured 
in the last section of the brochure
and are derived from Inova's video 
testimonials.

To hear more about Inova, view Jonn Zinn’s Testimonial video:    
  https://youtu.be/zlhEanwOkBs


